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W.B. (Walter Benjamin in West Ber/in), 1981-1985.
photo-silkscreen. burnt oil. featners and
acrylic on jute. 170 x 153 cm.
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A Double Geography

Operating throughout Dittborn is a passion for the method of
serialising formats: from the multiplication of passport photos
standardising portraiture in Fosa Comun (Common Grave, 1977)
to the gray serigraphed cardboard squares paving the floor of
the 1980 exhibition. from the modular system for producing
frafments of writing in the collective text on La foto encontrada
(Foílnd photo, 1980) to the mathematical editing of narrative
time in the video Historia de la Fisica (History of Physics, 1982).
The work of the series is based on the model of distribution.
on the selection of endlessly recombinable subunits from a
non-finite seto
Dittborn's system of assemblage and interconnection is to
play with the codes to the limit of their consequences - to
determine all the constants. to multiply the variables beyond
calculation. to oversaturate the function of the paradigms. to
reorder these in every possible way so as to exhaust the
imagination with combinatory procedures - to serialise the
formats of portraiture - to build up files of documents and
photographs - to enumerate the systems for maintaining
order - to compile the commonplace - to make lists of all
the visual techniques - to classify subcultural body types to make inventories of archetypes and stereotypes - to
catalogue the models of identity and to register the systems of
registration used by society to keep subjects under control or
monitored - etc. It is the obsession of the collector and the
. mania of the bricoleur. together with the fervour for nomenclature. which in Dittborn's work results in a paroxysm of the
series.
The fold makes it possible to repeat or multiply the image
by dividing its space into 16 equal parts: the modular
distribution of these 16 divisions of the image denies the
superiority of the centre as a focal point for looking at painting
or as a nucleus for the hierarchy-generating organisation of the
pictorial narrative.
The folds of wrapping paper scorn the absolute of representation. The random lines breaking up the surface bear the
mark of the hand that puts the work in circulation; they
constitute signs of the laboured. socialised manipulation of the
painting. The very fragility of wrapping papero the fact that it
can be thrown away or crumpled. disposes of the canvas'
monumental quality. This disposal of the sacred space of
pictorial contemplation makes the exhibition of the painting
subject to the vicissitudes of the mail.
Due to their frontal nature - or to their denial of this. in
the absence of a wall- the folded paintings require the body
of the viewer to whom they are addressed to participate in the
work's installation. The fold demands this involvement in the
painting. as its addressee gets caught up in the resolution of its
formato
Perhaps all of Dittborn's work might be read in this play-off

between the insistent reaffirmation of codes (the set of rules
bringing a system of signs into operation) and the counteraffirmation of these codes in the shattering of their model: the
infraction of rules. the dispelling of order. the betraying of the
law. the fragmenting of a system in the cracks of which the
subject is able to dissent from society.
The overdetermination of the code as norm and repression
is exemplified in the work in a manner that includes an
alternative response or violation: the force of the norm
coexists with the threat of its transgression the unbending law
coexists with the strain put on its apparatus.
There are a number of occasions when the work of
Dittborn juxtaposes a recognition of the model of norms with
flights of meaning escaping its unity. when it opposes patent
morality to endless deviations. This he affirms by the following
examples: the blunders of errant calligraphy (of schoolchildren
or of ordinary folk) in opposition to the rigidity of Letraset
characters; the wisdom of so-called popular sayings in
opposition to fragments of cultural statements privileged as
quotations; the contrasting of nicknames and their poetics of
identity with the proper name as retreat of paternal filiation;
the mug-shots of criminals opposed to the patriotic moralism
of commissioned pictures or illustrious portaits; the rare news
item on the fallen dead in contrast with the everpresent
historical remembrance of national heroes; the domestic
manuallabour (eg. sewing) reserved for women opposed to
the modern production-line process of printing; the asocial
expression in the drawings of children or mental patients in
opposition to academic styles ... Thus he opposes the
photographic image (the visual coding of identity by conforming
the subject to the serialised model of society) to the material
and pictorial signifier of the stain: the somatic accident which
when spread into painting liberates flows and secretions like
the impulsions (or the feminine) censored by the norms of the
sociocultural apparatus.
Themail paintings of Dittborn are geographical in two
ways. First. they reinvent their own territoriality in the act of
delimiting its internal boundaries or grid. thus presaging the
tracing of a map for conquest or exploration. Second. they
postulate image zones for travel (for the hand and its means of
gratifying itself with the stokes and application of colour; for
the eye wandering from place to place in search of a sequence)
and which travel themselves. being contained in an envelope
that crosses the distance between their origino Santiago in
Chile. where they are ciphered for the reader. and Australia.
their deciphering and transcontinental destination.
The distance between Chile and Australia. two extremes
linked by the postal service. not only necessitates an envelope.
but also a painting that travels in the form of a question put to
the other. The peripheral or minority character of these two
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cultures or subcultures is postulated in the painting in different
ways. which when adhered or overlaid (to continue the
metaphor of the fold) serve to make the subject of these
cultures recognise a common marginality. This subject is not
only a geographical one. it does not only concern itself with
the cultural colonisation of countries dependent on the
centres of international power.lts condition is common to all
forms of identities (blacks. women. homosexuals) repressed
by the dominant norms of representation in a society which
maintains an orthodoxy in subjectivity and language.
From the many ways in which the different can contest the
same. or in which the same can contest the different. with
respect to the value of the marginal experience shared by both
peripheries. let us stress just a few:
• try to find in the portrait. or in its ultimate iIIusion. the
mask (funeral or painted). the laws that make the face generic:
the anthropologicallaws which constitute a human being; the
genetic laws of heredity which make the lines of the face
conform to the memory of filiation; the cosmetic laws of facial
ornamentation which depend on the same stereotypes of
expression; the photogenic laws of the pose structured
according to the one collective gesture; the laws of standard
identification reducing subjects to a uniform convention of
portraiture; etc. Not that the mention of these constants
affirms that humanity is essentially the same or that the
universal is a given of nature. On the contrary: the repetition
of the same in Dittborn's work de-monstrates that the
universality of the human conditions embodied in the portait
is a product of mechanisms which serialise its images
(photography) or which codify its representation (painting or
drawing). making the faces equivalent to one another because
they are captured by the same apparatus or obey the same
consensus of identity.
• produce cartographic markers by the act of doubling or
folding. to rcmind us of the original acts of explorers and
conquerers of virgin territories or unknown continents.
• contrast the hyperformalised technical languages of
industrial societies to the archaic or primitive manual techniques exhibiting a rudimentary pasto If this past still survives

alongside the advanced information systems of mass communication. it is due to the crossbreeding of the codes of
cultural instrumentation hatched inside our colonised histories.
• exhume the colour markings which refer academic
painting back to the cosmetic past of the savage body.
summed up by native facial decoration. tattoos. the last
emblems of seduction consigned to the faces of the dead. war
paint . . .
• show the role given to subjects sharing a precarious
status or marginal behaviour either by prohibition (criminals
or prostitutes) or by discrimination (indians and aborigines) or
by omission (victims of the news. popular anti-heroes) or else
by their condition of being exiled from the discourse of history
through a lack of representation.
• pervert the superiority of high (and European dominated)
arto the tradition of Fine Art. through the reactualisation in the
picture of minor activities: manuallabour (sewing). the applied
arts or ornamental variations on primary forms inherited from
folklore or the artisan class.
• juxtapose or oppose within their very unity the different
perceptual models of visual culture or of technical instrumentation of the image so as to objectify the degree of
heterogeneity that a hybrid culture implies.
• compile the primitive traces or indigenous markings. the
pictograms and hunting signs. the prehistoric monotypes
whose imprint on wrapping paper attests to the residual
nature of our histories of painting. which have simply become
collections of gestures and textures.
This discourse of mail painting and all its modes of
elaboration seeks to liberate the repressed from the historicocultural body and reconquer it. linking its memories or
trajectories of identity in the form of the discontinuity which
comes to constitute them.

Nelly Richard
Santiago. Chile. April 1985
Translation by Adriana Valdes
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From Another Periphery: 17 Mail Paintings
Reproduced from the exhibition catalogue From Another Periphery:
10 Mail Paintings, Artspace, Sydney, 1985.

graphic (as. in an extreme. the photographs of onos, the
prehistoric inhabitants ofTierra del Fuego. but metaphorically
also the photographs of those Latin Americans co-existing
with modern forms of society while having no access to
them) and so on. Each of the works brings out different
possibilities in the use of this element. Another such element,
pointing in a similar direction, is the juxtaposition of verbal
cliches (Iyrics of popular songs. collective "used" speech)
alongside photographic cliches; another. the coexistence,
within the same work. or pictorial techniques incompatible
either in time (belonging to different mo.ments of history. to
different "orders" or a different status of images. etc.).
implying both the heterogeneity of cultural stimuli in a
peripheric situation. the collective content of what is
presumed to be individual consciousness. the memory of
different historical times and social spaces. introducing
discontinuity in the continuum of the image. exposing the
discontinuity hidden behind the idea of a Latin American
society presented as a continuum in space or in time. Another
is the reapparition of painting in archaic. childish or rigidly
coded forms. as a sort of addition tooreaction too modification
of the set printed images. And. in this particular exhibit.
another element is working on modules: the constant transito
within one work, from one defined space to another. the
implicit comment and movement among the sections of each
work. and the fact that they are made in this way in order to
be mailed - sent out. displayed elsewhere. seeking an
unknown. heterogeneous. discontinuous space. to be shown
in a place where they lack roots and a history. looking for
another space ("Iife is elsewhere"). yet carrying in themselves
a coded message containing elements of their own history.
fragments of an impossible identity.

Eugenio Dittborn's work comes to Australia from Chile.
another hinterland: it may be seen - it is one of the many
possible ways of looking at it - as a sign of life from a
different "down under". And this poses questions about
similarities and differences. about possible points of contact
between "cultural identities" (are there any?) based on
tensions between "centre" and "periphery". Two sorts of
tensions. The first and the most obvious. that of both
Australia and Chile (or the whole of Latin America) as
"peripheral" in relation to the United States and Europe.
which brings to mind problems related to cultural memory.
to origins. to the specifics - "the difference" - of art
produced in the non-centres. or in the "other" centres. The
second sort of tensions has to do with "centre" and
"periphery" within peripheral societies: the gaps existing
between the minorities that produce this sort of art and the
immense extensions - social (human) and natural untouched by such artistic activity and indeed even by the
social organization that makes it possible or conceivable.
Those immense extensions would. apparently. be mainly
':natural" in the case of Australia: unintegrated Aboriginal
societies. and an "undiscovered continent" in the geographical
sense. They would be predominantly "social" in the case of a
Latin American society such as Chile.

In Eugenio Dittborn's work, such tensions are constantly put
into play - a short text can do no more than hint at the many
elements it introduces, as the density of their different
combinations, which in each work rearrange themselves and
present the possibility of different "readingss·. One element
is the photograph of human faces. the found photograph of
faces probably long since dead. the faces of nameless people.
marginal in relation to Latin American society as it "officially"
conceives itself. specially in authoritarian times (criminals.
prostitutes. forgotten sports figures. the paradoxical access
of the Latin American poor to the media). Those photographs
- like other "set". "cliche", images in Dittborn's work imply among other things the rejection of a pictorial tradition
(the non-portrait: they reject enhancing the sitter. giving him
an identity; they reject enhancing the artist, his "technique"
or his "originality"). an issue related to the rejection of a
tradition in regards to which peripheral art can only see itself
as derivative or imitative. They al so imply the stubborn
presence of an absence, being the material trace of people
who have left no trace in the official history of the society in
which that art is produced. they also imply the force
employed by technical means - the camera. in this case on subjects belonging to pre-technical ways of life, in this case
another order of vision, non-photographic or pre-photo-

Back to the beginning. Perhaps Eugenio Dittborn's work. in
all its complexity. can be seen as the play of different
elements that would. in their own peripheral way. make sense
when juxtaposed with art produced in other peripheral
situations. Perhaps the tensions present in it coincide - or
significantly differfrom - other peripheral tensions. Perhaps
some of its specific means are recognizable. or even, in the
mail-art mode. even part of a possible common experience. a
way of reaching out and comparing. of putting the work to
the test of very different circumstances.

Adriana Valdes

Santiago. Chile. October 1984
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One (olded mail painting Iying beside its envelape
on the street in (ront o( my house, 1985.
42 x 55 cm x 2

Seven (olded mail paintings fying one on the other
on the street In (ront o( my house, 1985.
39 x 52 x 16 cm.

Seven (olded mail paintings Iying one on the other
under their seven envelapes on the street in (ront o(
my house, 1985.

One unflnished and displayed mail painting Iying under
its envelope on the street in (ront o( my house, 1985.
156 x 208 cm, and 42 x 55 cm.
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Toolcase

To work simultaneously with different techniques. to
expose them in one's montage. implies working with
different comprehensions; it signifies working with a
group of memories.
The gathering of memories makes one think and meditate
on them in their relationships. it causes an interchange of
remembrances. What they emit jointly is the vision of
each with respect to the others. it is the work which they
have done together.
Ronald Kay: On Space Overhere
Santiago de Chile. 1980

1. 14,900 Kilometres

3. Vagabond means Wandering

A -

The line between Santiago and Melbourne is an air
line;

A -

Dittborn's mail paintings are catalogues and Noah's
arks;

B -

The "delivery" of the brush connecting Santiago
and Melbourne is a delivery of the mail;

B -

Puzzles, inventories, tombs;

C -

C -

That line and that delivery are invisibly inscribed on
every mail painting. They are the sud den air pocket
of Dittborn's mail painting;

They are maps, banners, instruction sheets. chessboards;

(1 owe thesemail paintings to the systematic collection of
things - piles. heaps. stacking, casts. insectaries. herbaria.
display boxes,lists, commongraves. honour lists - paradigms
for all.)

(1 owe thesemail paintings to the random collection of old
journals. magazines and newspapers. to stored profane relics
and photographs: the sediments of unborn acts of public life.
the breaks through which percolates. inconclusively. the
present.)

Eugenio Dittborn,
Santiago. Chile, April 1985

2. 1 Only Have Eyes For You
A -

Wrapping papero beca use it is malleable. covers, it is
a substitute for skin;

B-

Because it relates to the parcel post. to packaging.
beca use it is a substitute for animal hide;

C

Because it can be written on. because it is light.
cheap. and can be folded ;

D -

Because it relates to handkerchiefs and diapers.
and replaces a shroud;

E-

Because it can be mailed. and replaces a white
surface. because it is a multiple bed for paint and
print. and substitutes dried clay brick;

F -

Because it is light and replaces canvas;

(1 owe thesemail paintings to the human body. transported in
a death-like photogenic state to the pages of journals,
magazines and newspapers. that collective memory which
consecrates the body's eternal helplessness.)
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Pieta No. /6, 1983.
Vinyl, painting and silkscreen under transparent acrylic glass.
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1982:

Eugenio Dittborn

111 Bienal de Grafica de la Univ. Catolica, Santiago
de Chile, Chile.
XII Bienal de Paris.
Artist's Book, Metronom, Barcelona, Spain.
Artist's Book, Franklin Furnace Centre, New York,
U.S.A.
Mail Paintings (collective exhlbition), Cayman
Gallery, New York, U.SA
Paintings (collective exhibition), Galeria Sur,
Santiago de Chile, Chile.
Textos Infernos (collective exhibition), Galeria
Venezuela, New York, U.S.A.
Trienal de Grabado Latinoamericano (Mail
Engravings), New York, U.S.A.
In/Out: Four Projects by Chilean Artists.
Paintings and engi'avings, Washington project for
the Arts, Washington, U.S.A.
V Biennale of Sydney, Sydney, Australia.
Mail Paintings, Museo de Arte Moderno la Tertulia,
Cali, Columbia.
Mail Engravings, Intergraphyk 84, East Berlin. East
Germany.
From Another Periphery: 10 Mail Paintings, Mail
Paintings. Artspace, Sydney, Australia.
History of Physics (video), New Narrative: Recent
Acquisitions, M.O.MA. N.Y., U.SA
History of Physics (video), National Video Festival,
American Film Institute, Los Angeles, U.SA
History of Physics (video), Festival Video Rio Dos,
Rio de janeiro, Brasil.
History of Physics (video), Chanel 5, V.C.V.
Television Valparaiso and Santiago de Chile.

1982:
1982:
1983:

Born in 1943 in Santiago De Chile

1983:

Studies:
1961-65:
1965:
1966-69:
1968:
1972:

1983:
Painting. drawing and engraving. Escuela de Bellas
Artes of the University of Chile.
Photoengraving. Escuela de Fotomecanica de
Madrid.
Silkscreen and lithography. Hochschule fur Bildende
Kunst. West Berlin. West Germany.
Painting. Ecole des Beaux Arts. Paris. France.
Photosilkscreen. Atelier Estudios Norte. Santiago
de Chile. Chile.

1983:
1983:
1983:
1984:
1984:

Selected Exhibitions:
1984:

1962-63:

Paintings and Lithographs. Galeria Marta Faz.
Santiago de Chile. Chile.
1965:
Paintings. Escuela Panamericana. Madrid. Spain.
Paintings. Museo de Arte Contemporaneo.
1964:
Concurso Crav. Santiago de Chile. Chile.
Paintings (collective exhibition). Galerie de France.
1968:
Paris. France.
1968:
Paintings (collective exhibition). Gallerie des Beaux
Arts. Paris. France.
1969:
Paintings. Lithographs and drawings. Galerie Eva
Rosiner. West Berlin. West Germany.
1974:
Drawings. Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes.
Santiago de Chile. Chile.
1975:
Paintings. 1975 awards. Galeria Matta. Santiago de
Chile. Chile.
1976:
Drawings. Galeria Epoca. Santiago de Chile. Chile.
1977:
Paintings. drawings and graphics. Galeria Epoca.
Santiago de Chile. Chile.
1 Bienal de Grafica de Univ. Catolica. Santiago de
1978:
Chile. Chile.
1978:
Paintings. drawings and engravings. Galeria San
Diego. Bogota. Colombia.
1978:
Recreando A Goya. Instituto Ch ileno-Aleman de
Cultura. Santiago de Chile. Chile.
1979:
Paintings. drawings and engravings. Galeria La
Trinchera. Caracas. Venezuela.
1980:
11 Bienal de Grafica de la Un iv. Catolica. Santiago
de Chile. Chile.
1980:
Paintings. engravings and graphics. Galeria Sur.
Santiago de Chile. Chile.
1980:
Engravings. V Biennale of Graphic Art of Norway.
1981 :
Paintings. Cuadros de Honor and engravings. Bienal
de Medellin. Colombia.
1981 :
Burnt oil on the Desert of Tarapaca. Tarapaca.
Chile.
Painting made on a Horse. Santiago de Chile. Chile.
1981 :
1981:
To read and to Write, Installation, Galeria Sur,
Santiago de Chile, Chile.
1981 :
IV Bienal Americana de Artes Graficas, Cali,
Colombia.
1981 /82/83: Video Festival at the Chilean French Institute,
Santiago de Chile, Chile.
1982/83:
Mail Art, U.S.A .. France. Mexico, Argentina,
Holland, Milan.

1984:
1984:
1984:
1984:
1984:

Videography:
1981 :

Lo Que Vimos ern la Cumbre Del Corona. 20 mino
NTSC, colour, 3/4".
Pieta, 30 minoNTSC, colour, 3/4".
History of Physics, 18 mino NTSC, colour. 3/4".
Satelitenis (collective video), 30 mino NTSC, colour,
3/4".

1981/83:
1982:
1983/84:

Awards:
1978:

First Prize, Salon Bienal de Grafica, Universidad
Catolica de Chile, Engravings.
First prize, Salon Nacional de Grafica, Universidad
Catolica de Chile, Engravings.
One of the ten prizes in Intergraphyk 84, East
Berlin, East Germany. (Mail Engravings.)

1982:
1984:

Publications:
1976:
1976:
1979:
1979:
1977/81 :
1981/82
1984:

V.I.S.U.A.L.
Delachilenapintura, Historia.
Estrategia Y Proyecciones de la Plastica Nacional
Sobre La Decada del 80.
Definitivamente Transitorio.
Final de Pista.
Fallo Fotografico.
La Feliz del Eden .

Eugenio Dittborn lives in Santiago de Chile.

Eugenio Dittborn,
May 1985.
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